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Another update from OSASF!

Howdy Y'all:
 
Guelph has a match on Saturday (Mar 16) and Burlington on Sunday (Mar 17). Remember the
Green Alert for Burlington. Then next week you can go to Barrie on Saturday (Mar 23) and that's it
for two long, empty, matchless weeks.

  
Here's some info on borrowing a firearm. Thanks to Chuckwagon Chad and Browncoat Ed for
this.

  
Milton Kid advises that Sail, Cambridge just got two Marlin 1894C in .357/.38 for anyone looking
for such a thing. They're Remington but he says they cycle no problem - probably good cowboy
guns.

  
The registration form for this year's Regionals at Barrie is available here and if you need a
warmup for it you can go to Guelph's annual Western on May 20 (or any of the other matches of
course).

  
The year at a glance calendar is available here. 

  
And thanks to Legendary Lawman for this article on Winter Range.

  
Winter Range 2019

  
Winter Range this year had some of the worst weather ever seen in Phoenix, Arizona.  We had
extreme cold, rain and serious hail with snow coming within a few miles of the range. In spite of
that it was great fun. The stages were exciting but not overly difficult.  There were more misses
and procedurals than we have ever seen but that was a function of the cold weather.

  
Two Canadians were amongst four non-Americans to win their category this year. People may
have seen this coming because we were notified a week before the competition that new rules
would apply similar to SASS State Matches where you had to be a U.S. citizen to win the
champion belt buckle. The first place winner did get the satisfaction of being able to take home
the first place trophy, a beautiful Remington cowboy statue.

  
A great Canadian accomplishment that has gone unpublished is that young Whistlin' Will from
British Columbia, shot 5th in category but that also put him 5th OVERALL! In his first ever
shootout, he beat the top shooter, Cody James to be top man and was only just beat out by Holy
Terror in their shootout. Congratulations Whistlin' Will - great shooting!  We are proud of you.

  
Whistlin' Will is also a great Wild Bunch shooter and is the Match Director for the 2019 SASS
Canadian Wild Bunch Championships in Courtney, BC in September.

  
 
Next Matches: Guelph Mar 16, Burlington Mar 17, Barrie Mar 23

  
Details are on the OSASF Website
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